**White tigers to take root in Indian nature sanctuaries**

**ITALIAN ARCHITECT BUILDS HIGH-RISE NATURE HOMES TO COMBAT GLOBAL WARMING**

**SYDNEY:** The World Solar Challenge began with 42 solar cars across Australia’s tropical north to its southern shores, a gruelling 3,000km race through the outback. The race from the northern city of Darwin to the southern city of Adelaide is expected to take a week for most cars, with speeds of 50-100km/h. The fastest time was achieved by Japan’s Tohoku University in 2009, completing the transcontinental power run in only 29 hours and 40 minutes. Belgian team Pauw Powertrain started first yesterday after recording a trial time of 2:03:8 for 25km, hitting an average speed of 83.4kph. But Rennspur 2013 champions Noun from Delft University of Technology in the Netherlands believe it has a good chance of retaining the top position.

**MILAN:** As balconies bristle with trees and flowers, leaves of thousands of plants from vast urban buildings are slowing the pace of climate change in one of the world’s most polluted cities, according to a new study. The trees and plants on the high-rise buildings in the heart of Milan have already disappeared under the glass and concrete.

**BANGALORE:** Two white tiger cubs have hailed their arrival to a national park in southern India following an official announcement on Saturday.
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